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Aha!
Discovery often begins when someone notices
something that’s weird or surprising. Scientists,
artists, detectives and other thinkers train
themselves to look for the unexpected.
Try this: Study this optical illusion. At first, it
will look like one thing, and then like something
else. Describe what you see and how the illusion
makes you feel.
Extra: Copy the optical illusion onto a piece of paper.
Show it to someone else and observe how the
person reacts. Write a few sentences comparing that
person’s reaction to your own.

Amaze Yourself
If you think the world is dull, it will seem dull to you.
If you decide that it’s interesting, you will find endless
things to think about.
Try this: Imagine that you have just been born.
Look around and find at least ten things that are
amazing. For each item on your list, write a sentence
that explains why the thing is interesting.
Extra: Make a book for children about amazing things
found in everyday life.
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Analogy
Things that seem different may be alike in surprising
ways. For example, an umbrella and a roof both keep
people dry. Pointing out this kind of similarity is called
making an ‘analogy’.
Try this: Make an analogy using one of the following
pairs. Explain how the two items are similar.
• glue and a paper clip
• feet and bicycle tyres
• a handshake and a smile
• a river and a road
• a clock and a scale
• a fence and a law
Extra: Describe an analogy between part of your face
and an everyday object.

Analysing Objects
‘Analysing’ means taking a thing apart and studying
how the pieces work together. For example, if you
analyse a bicycle, you might look at the pedals, the
wheels and the gears.
Try this: Choose three of the following objects. For
each one, list as many of its parts as you can.
• an apple
• an egg
• a flower
• a book
• a hand
• a bed
• a shoe
• a room
• a pen
Extra: Choose an object that you don’t know much
about. Do research and write a report about its parts
and how they fit together.
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Analysing a Process
A ‘process’ is a way of doing a task. You can
study a process step-by-step just as you can study
a thing part-by-part. For example, hitting a
cricket ball includes gripping the bat, setting your feet
and watching the bowler.
Try this: Pick one of the following processes and
describe it step-by-step.
• playing an instrument
• writing a poem
• washing dishes
• making a pizza
• making a phone call
• playing a sport
Extra: Choose a process that you don’t know much
about. Do research and write a report about it.

Believing
‘Believing’ means thinking that something is real. Such
thoughts can affect behaviour. For example, a
scientist who believes there is life on Mars might
conduct experiments to find life there.
Try this: In a few words, write something that you
believe about three of the following topics:
• friendship
• school
• fun
• science
• giving
• hard work
Extra: Write an essay about several beliefs that
are important to you. These might be about people,
places, activities or ideas.
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